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By Dawn's Early Light by David Shaffer
Unit 1: Composer

i

David Shaffer attended Grove City High School in Grove City, Ohio, earned a Bachelor
Degree from The Ohio State University and a Master of Music Degree from Miami University in
Ohio. Mr. Shaffer taught in public schools in Ohio and has been involved with Miami University
Marching Band for 30 years. He has composed and arranged over 250 works and has been
awarded the ASCAP Standard Award in Music Composition for 18 years. Mr. Shaffer has been
a conductor as the director of the Wyoming High School String Orchestra and twice a guest
conductor at the Midwest National Band and Orchestra Director's Clinic in addition to
adjudicating festivals, serving as a clinician, and guest conducting his compositions throughout
the United States and Asia 1 •
Unit 2: Composition

J

By Dawn's Early Light is a grade 2 piece for concert band or orchestra. It is
approximately two minutes and forty-one seconds long and stresses a legato playing style.
There are many opportunities for ensemble skill development with caesura, fermatas, rubato,
and director interpretation. The harmonies are complex and interesting with one written key
change, temporary visits to other keys, and many accidentals. A variety of dynamic levels and
balancing challenges will present themselves in different sized ensembles. The main keys are
concert Ab and concert F.
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
The title and melody of this piece seem to reference patriotic themes and may have
been intended as a patriotic hymn, however, the work is an original piece without any program
notes indicating an intention to create a new patriotic song.
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
The harmonic challenges presented to an ensemble in this piece present the largest
hurdle. Most of the piece is densely orchestrated except for measures 9-12 and 17-20 2 • For
younger ensembles, the key changes and the multitude of accidentals presents an opportunity
to teach new notes or reinforce chromatic fingerings. Most parts that have a larger range, for
example, the high D and C flats in the low brass, have second parts as an option. Any ensemble
playing this piece will require clarinet players comfortable over the break and brass players that
can play almost an octave and a half above the regular concert Bb. The percussion parts are
very sparse but require tuning changes in the timpani and strong mallet players. All players
should be comfortable in the keys of Ab and F and following tempo changes from the director.
1. David shaffer. Wind Repertory Project Web site. l:Jtto://www.windrep.org/David Shaffer. Accessed
Feb 20, 2019.
2. "By Dawn's Early Light."
!Jllils://IYY!)nliterature.weeblv.com/by-dawnS:BJlfiy-ligh}--david-shaffechtml., accessed 2/20/, 2019,
l:ittos:/ /wvnnliternture. weebb'.,com/bv-dawns-ear]y-ligru--david-shafferctl!!I!l-
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Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
The initial tempo marking of "Gently" at quarter note equals 92/96 is the only metronome
marking given while multiple ritardandos, accelerandos, and other tempo change markings are
indicated. The slight difference between legato articulations and slightly heavier and marcato
articulations are important to the character of the piece. Most of the piece is legato, but bringing
out the accent at the appropriate time is necessary.
Unit 6: Musical Elements

i

Every phrase is broken up into four measures or two groups of four measures. It will be
important to follow the tempo changes, differences in articulation, and orchestration in order to
bring variety and the listener's. ear to the appropriate instruments. The tempo slows and returns
to its original pace at measures 14 and 15 with the marking of"Slightly Faster" soon afterward in
measure 17. Suspense is garnered again in measures 24-25 with changes in dynamics,
marcato accents, and a crescendo into the key change at measure 26. The tempo slows and
speeds back up in measures 32 through 36 where it returns to "a tempo" until the end. Good
intonation throughout the ensemble is paramount considering the dense harmonies and
chromatic alterations 3 •
The keys of Ab and F allow for more some more variation in harmony and exploration of
melody than many grade 2 pieces. The harmonies are often dense and create many accidentals
or utilize rarely encountered notes in the upper or lower tessituras. Often these are new notes
for middle school students, but introduce a good opportunity to explore enharmonics and apply
the fundamental work of scales and technique exercises. The same can be said about the
melodies. They are often moved slightly on an instrument because of the key change or for
variation. One could also draw a parallel to learning licks in multiple keys as jazz musicians
often do. This piece provides many opportunities to apply and make examples of the importance
of basic executive skills in all keys and being conscientious of markings in the music, as well as
what each part is playing at any moment.

3. Shaffer, David. 1995. By Dawn's Early Light. Vol. Ab. Oskaloosa, IA: Birch Island Music Press.

Unit 7: Form and Structure

Section

Measures

Events and Scoring

Opening
Statement

1-8

The main melody stated in the trumpets, alto sax 1 and in
the first clarinet. The standard harmonies are established.

Restatement 1

9-13

The theme transfers to the flutes with a woodwind choir.

Restatement 2

13-17

Same orchestration as the opening, but with flutes added
to the melody.

Slightly Faster

17-20

Secondary theme/woodwind choir with suspended cymbal
and timpani

Modulation

21-25

The chorale continues to develop and lead to the new key
with a descant that will return in the new key.

Key of F

26-31

The main theme and harmonies are further developed in
the new key of F with added moving lines in the trumpets
and flutes while the low brass carries the theme.

Slowly

32-36

An f minor/Ab major combination is explored and rubato
added to lead into the final a tempo section.

Closing

36-42

The main theme returns partially to the low brass and
tenor saxophone in Ab with much less movement in the
accompaniment. Long chords reaching towards a piano
ending lead to the chorale's final resting place.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening

"By Dawn's Early Light by David Shaffer." J.W. Pepper., accessed 2/20/, 2019,
httos:Uwww.jwpeoner.com/stieet·music/media~olaver.isp?&1)>Q£audiQ/l;RtoductlD~23238Z1-

Free Spirit Concert Band CD. Washington Winds. Walking Frogs Records. (Audio CD).

Bibliography
'By Dawn's Early Light."
https://wynnliterature.weebly.com/b'{·dawns-earlY:liqht·~·shafferJrtmt, accessed
2/20/, 2019, httos:/ /w1.11nliterfilurs:Nee!)lv.com/bv·dawns,?arlY:light7 david·sli,affer.himl.
"By Dawn's Early light by David Shaffer." J.W. Pepper., accessed 2/20/, 2019,
httgs://'t/J:£:!!.JYfilepoer.c:om/sheet-rnusjc/media•oJm,er.is!2J&tyo0caudio&oroductlD"23238

71.
"David Shaffer." Wind Repertory Project., accessed Feb 20, 2019,
http://www. windi:gg,orgl[)E;yjg Shaffer.

Free Spirit Concert Band CD. d. Washington Winds. Walking Frogs Records. (Audio CD).
Shaffer, David. 1995. By Dawn's Early Light. Vol. Ab. Oskaloosa, IA: Birch Island Music Press.
---. "By Dawn's Early Light by David Shaffer." J.W. Pepper., accessed 2/20/19,,

http§/ /ww\Ylwepoer.com/By·Dawn%27 s·Earlv·LLght/2;32'.l871,itBmlt{

Costa Brava by Eric Osterling
Unit 1: Composer
Eric Osterling was born on March 21, 1926 in West Hartford and began his musical
career professionally at the age of 14. He accompanied and arranged music for dance bands in
the Hartford area and later graduated from Ithaca College, the University of Connecticut, and
Hartt College of Music where he specialized In music education. His publications are known
around the world with over 600 works in his catalog.
For 34 years, Mr. Osterling was a band director in the Portland Public Schools where his
band was widely recognized as one of the finest bands in the area. He also taught at Florida
Southern College in Lakeland, Florida. For six years he developed the school's jazz program
and was once named Middletown's "Man of the Year" in 1961.
Mr. Osterling's compositions won multiple ASCAP awards and his "Constitution State"
was considered for Connecticut's state song. He was an active clinician and guest conductor.
His experience as an educator provided him with the ability to provide works for all levels of
school ensembles. Mr. Osterling passed away on July 26, 2005 1 .
Unit 2: Composition
Costa Brava is a lively, dance-like piece with a tempo marking of "Allegro vivo". It is in ¾
time throughout beginning with a key signature of four flats, changing to one flat at measure 59,
and changing back to four flats as the piece heads to the coda. It is primarily in F minor and D
minor respectively. Due to the minor keys, there are more accidentals than the key signatures
would normally imply for a middle school level ensemble. Throughout the piece the melody,
fanfares, and accompaniment are very clearly scored and identify easily from one another.
This piece is scored for a full wind ensemble and needs players for each part to fulfill the
chordal requirements. The parts are written for: flute, oboe, Bb clarinet 1, 2, and 3, alto
saxophone 1 and 2, Bb cornet 1, 2, and 3, F horns 1 and 2, trombones 1, 2 and 3, baritone,
bass, drums (snare, bass, castanets and maracas}, marimba, and xylophone 3 •
Unit 3: Technical Considerations
Costa Brava uses the dotted 8th followed by a 16th note figure as its basic driving
motive. An understanding of the accuracy of that rhythm and the ability to repeat it in all parts is
necessary. Other than that figure, the only 16th notes are in the snare drum part in groups of
two paired with an 8th note in a repetitive figure. The dotted 8th, 16th figure must be lined up
with the 8th note and two 16ths in the snare drum. This being said, the piece is in¾ time so
young groups should be familiar with playing in three before attempting this piece.

1. "Eric Osterling Obituary." Hartford Courant., last modified 07/29/, accessed 3/25/, 2019,
http_s;JJwww.leqg£;ysqt11LobituJ3ries!hartfordcourant/obitJmrv.aspy,'n"eric·alfred·osterlino&o
l,t".14670411.
2. "Eric Osterling Biography." Hal Leonard., accessed 3/25/, 2019,
;ittps://www.halleonard.com/biogrnphyDisolav,acjion?id~182&subsiteil:!,"1.
3. Osterling, Eric. 1977. Costa Brava. Vol. F and D Minor. Melville, NY: Belwin-Mills Publishing
Corp.

The two minor keys, F and D minor, provide ample teaching material in the form of minor
mode chords, accidentals, and intonation. Most of the melodies and harmonies are moving, but
there are some sustained sections and many repeated chords.
Some of the parts will extend the range of a middle level player such as the first clarinet
parts often traveling over the break. The flute parts have notes up to the F above the staff. The
first trumpet part is written up to a top space E and has the option to play to a G above the staff
at the end.
Unit 4: Stylistic Considerations
The first thing that must be solidified among every instrument is the ability to match and
repeat the correct articulation and style that the trumpets start the piece with. Secondly, that
figure will consistently line up with the 16th notes in the snare drum. The motives and
accompaniment that follows have accents, but should not be so heavily played that they sound
weighed down.
Each melody whether it is long sustained notes or the moving quarter note figures
should be phrased appropriately. The end destination of each phrase should be decided and
shaped by the director. Accompaniment parts should echo the phrasing played in the melody in
order to further solidify the sound of the piece. Although the dynamics written in the parts are
usually the same vertically, the instruments with the melody should clearly be at the forefront of
the ensemble. Although there is not much dynamic shaping written, the director may add it
where necessary in order to bring attention to a specific part.

1
j

Unit 5: Musical Elements
The main motive in Cos/a Brava that is repeated throughout is the dotted 8th, 16th figure
on the first beat. It provides the accompaniment at times and the driving rhythmic force at
others. There are more than two melodies, but there are two main types. The first is the longer,
dotted half note melody that is paired with moving chords or the dotted figures. The second is
moving quarter notes usually ending with a dotted figure except in the D minor section.
¾ time is observed throughout with two keys, F minor at the beginning and end, and D
minor in the middle section. The key changes back to F minor at the D.S. al Coda.
There is room for further interpretation on the dynamics based on the balance and blend
of the ensemble. The only piano is marked in the drums part. The winds are either marked mp,
mf or f with a few crescendi. Some sections of the piece are scored in ways that clearly
delineate the parts from one another, but there are sections of the piece that are more
coalesced and require a full ensemble blend and balance. Some different timbres are achieved
through the use of trumpet mutes and this could be expanded into how the other instruments
approach parts of the piece as well.

Unit 6: Form and Structure

Section

Measures

Events and Scoring

Introduction

1-4

Trumpet fanfare followed by accented motive in the
brass with auxiliary percussion sounds.

Sustained chords

5-10

Woodwinds and low brass chords with trumpet fanfare
and snare drum.

Main theme

11-18

Main melody in the upper woodwinds and mallets. Brass
and drums play rhythmic accompaniment.

Main theme 2

19-26

Variation on the main theme

Brass melody

27-42

Trumpet and alto sax melody that is mainly quarter
notes, but includes more dotted figures.

Hybrid Melody

43-58

The sustained figures from the beginning of the piece
merge with the dotted melody from the previous section
to create something new in the upper woodwinds as the
trumpets play the melody.

D minor

59-91

Clarinet and alto sax carry the melody with dotted figure
accompaniment in the horns and trombones. The
baritone and bass parts follow or match this throughout
this section. Ostinato continues in the percussion.

Coda

92-99

Driving, rising dotted ostinato in most parts with the
trombones and horns playing choral accompaniment.

Unit?: Suggested Listening
QCMEA SM! 2018 Conc;;;rt SeniQ.t Band
Orange County Music J;ggcatonCAssociaiion SumJl}cr M1[sic Institute
Orange Grove Middle SchooJ Band at the i~acienda La Puente (lni(ied School Distric.tBand~

Qrchestq, Festival. March 27 2013
New H,;,rizons Adult Band

Other works by Eric Osterling published by Hal Leonard:

"
•
•
"

Gatewav Mar(;}].
Salute IQ.Louis Arrm,trong
Noble Procef;SiQfl
Le Sabre

Bibliography
Costa Brava. YouTube. Anonymous a. https://www.yout\lb!Lcom/YL§tch?vcEf13Rl\1l:MKs.
Costa Brava. Anonymous b. https://www.yout.ube.com/watch?_v~1 omMozUmgdg.
'Costa Brava by Eric Osterling.' JW Pepper., accessed 3/25/, 2019,

ht!PJ,j/www.iwoepper.com/Costa:Brnva/202811. 6. lloruitl.
Costa Brava Eric Osterling. YouTube. Anonymous d.
hitP$:/Lwww,youtube.conJ/.w:atch7Y:i,cBezMLLA.
'Eric Osterling Biography." Hal Leonard., accessed 3/25/, 2019,
htlos://w.ww.halleonard.com/biogr9 ohvDisplav.action?id=182&subsitejd=1.
'Eric Osterling Obituary.' Hartford Courant., last modified 07/29/, accessed 3/25/, 2019,
hJ.tos ://www. l1zg~m1 obituaril):s/t@rtfordcournnJ/Qbltuarvi2wx?ncerlc-alfred:Qsterling
&pidc14§ 70411.
Osterling, Eric. 1977. Costa Brava. Vol. F and D Minor. Melville, NY: Belwin-Mills Publishing Corp.

Dance of the Thunderbolts by Larry Clark
Unit 1: Composer
Larry Clark grew up with music being integral to his life before he could even learn to
read. His father was a band director and taught him to read and play music. Larry Clark was
born in 1963 in Clearwater, Florida. Mr. Clark became interested in music as a career while
leading his high school band as the drum major. He began composing while arranging pop
tunes for his middle school band students. They liked his arrangements so he began to work on
original music as well 1 •
Mr. Clark attended Florida State University where he earned a Bachelors in Music
Education and James Madison University where he earned a Masters Degree in Conducting
and Composition. He is a world-renowned composer for school bands and string ensembles of
all levels, a clinician, and author. He served as an instrumental Music Editor for Warner Bros.
Publications, the Vice President, Editor-in-Chief for Carl Fischer Music, and recently started his
own publishing company, Excelcia Music, Inc. Mr. Clark has also directed the Syracuse
university band 2 •
Unit 2: Composition
Dance of the Thunderbolts was commissioned for the J.T. Lambert Sixth Grade Band.
The students titled the piece and collaborated with the director, Robert Fetterman, to determine
what type of piece they wanted to be written for them. The students asked for "a strong,
powerful piece with lots of accents and a string abrupt ending." Their suggestions also included
antiphonal-type writing between the different sections of the band. The actual thunderbolt dance
part was developed, framed by the other lyrical theme, and used. in fragments in other sections.
The percussion colors, especially the brake drum and tom-tom, are important to the character
and timbre of the piece, but should not be overpowering 3 •
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
"The J.T. Lambert Middle School Sixth Grade Band in East Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania
directed by Robert E. Fetterman, Jr., commissioned Dance of the Thunderbolts. It was part of
the East Stroudsburg School annual combined band concert, and the piece was premiered
March 11, 2003 conducted by the composer."4
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
The concert key of Eb makes this piece accessible to a wide range of players. The
tempo is a fast quarter note equals 152 (and many ensembles may find this to be an extreme
limit rather than a tempo suggestion}, but Larry Clark allows for slower a slower tempo if the
1.

"Band Composer Series: Larry Clark." J.W. Pepper. Accessed 2/11, 2019.

http: I /blo9s hvpepper~iodex ,phpLb.and:.cump_oser-series::1arry--=£1filt:l.
2. "Larry Clark Biography." Excelcia Music, Inc. Accessed 2/11, 2019.
htto, //www. larryclarkmusk.cruu/illll.!lLi!JlilV J.
3,
4.

Clark, Larry. Dance of the Thunderbolts. Vol. Eb/Cm Carl Fischer, 2003.
Clark, Larry. Dance of the Thunderbolts. Vol. Eb/CrnCarl Fischer, 2003.

ensemble requires it. As stated in the description from the sixth graders that commissioned the
piece, there are lots of accents and staccato articulations. These sections are book-ended with
lyrical themes requiring a legato style. Most notes are within the range of a sixth above or below
the tonic. The antiphonal section adds a little bit of a rhythmic challenge as the melody
fragments are passed around the ensemble, however, there is nothing faster than a eighth note
except in the snare and brake drum parts. The most challenging parts for the winds and
percussion are often repeated or ostinato. Students will find this piece fun to play, but also
challenging in its need for attention to detail.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
As the tempo marking suggests, Dance of the Thunderbolts is aggressive. Most notes in
the forte sections have either a marcato or staccato marking. The orchestration works well even
for some lopsided ensembles, but the balance will have to be carefully crafted in the legato
sections. Legato articulations in the appropriate sections will need to be practiced at faster tempi
in order to create contrast between the legato and main themes. Some consideration should
also be given to the dynamic contrast between those sections and the shaping of each measure
within the phrase.
Unit 6: Musical Elements
Articulations range from marcato to slurred in this piece at both louder and softer
dynamics. The ensemble will have to maintain the tempo through multiple dynamic changes and
style changes. The phrasing of the lower accompaniment lines can be added and lots of
consideration should go into the phrasing of the legato sections within each phrase. The
harmonies are generally straightforward and easy for students to hear except for the flute soli
section where the upper reeds are accompanying the flute melody. It is not rhythmically
complex beyond eighth notes and some entrances after beat one that may be new to younger
players. The snare drum and brake drum parts have sixteenth notes and present the biggest
rhythmic challenges.
Unit 7: Form and Structure

Section

Measures

Events and Scoring

Introduction

1-5

Upper woodwind ostinato, partial introduction of theme
and accompaniment lines

Legato Theme

6-21

First statement of legato theme in woodwinds with low
brass/reed accompaniment, ostinato continued in
flutes

Transition

21-23

Entrance of all instruments and crescendo into
Thunderbolt Theme

Thunderbolt Theme

24-33

Full theme with descant on the repeat in the upper
woodwinds

Lyrical Theme

34-43

Flute melody with clarinet and sax accompaniment

Antiphonal Section

44-62

Fragments of the theme are traded amongst sections,
2 measure percussion soli

Legato Theme

62-75

Restatement and reorchestration of the legato theme.
Ostinato is in the trumpets

Closing

76-84

Restatement in fragments of the Thunderbolt theme
with abrupt ending.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Trade Winds and Daniel Schmidt CD: The Repertoire Series
Band Version: YouTube, Trade Winds and Daniel Schmidt,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gzW7wZY6hc
Multiple Versions: J.W. Pepper, Search "Dance of the Thunderbolts",
https://www.jwpepper.com/sheet-music/search.jsp?keywords=Dance+of+the+Thunderbolts

Bibliography
"Band Composer Series: Larry Clark." J.W. Pepper. Accessed 2/11, 2019.
b.ttil:LihJ.D,g~f' r. co m/i rd ex ,phpLha nd-composf' r-se rl PS-J.atqt ~dark/.
"Larry Clark Biography." Excelcia Music, Inc. Accessed 2/11, 2019.

htl:P~www JarTvda rkmusic.corn/hl.Q,g.J::u.RrJ.¥1.
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- - - . Dance of the Thunderbolts. Trade Winds and Daniel Schmidt. 2003. YouTube.
(Streaming).
- - - . Dance of the Thunderbolts. Anonymous 2003. J.W. Pepper.

Division St. Blues by Ethan Freier

Unit 1: Composer
Ethan Freier was born in 1964 and has been directing the wind and jazz bands in the
Northfield school district in Northfield, Minnesota since 1999. He also works as a writer,
arranger, and freelance trombonist. Freier earned his Master of Music degree in jazz studies
from Indiana University as well as a "Performance Certificate". Additionally, he earned his
Bachelor of Music degree in music education from the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire.
Many Latin and pop bands in the Twin Cities area call on Mr. Freier to arrange or
compose music for them. His compositions are mainly published by Kjos Music and are
performed all over the world. He is the main arranger for the band Synergy and has arranged
hundreds of songs for them.
When not playing with Synergy, Freier can be heard performing with the twin cities
all-star big band, The JazzMN Orchestra, and many other groups. He has shared the stage
with wonderful musicians including Kenny Rogers, Harry Connick Jr., Aretha Franklin, Johnny
Mathis, Barry Manilow, Michael Bolton, Ray Charles, Marie Osmond, The Temptations, The
Four Tops, and Natalie Cole 1 •
Unit 2: Composition
Division St. Blues is an up-tempo, "flag waver" piece that can be played with an entire
ensemble or as little as nine players 2 • The way it utilizes the blues form and scale is a great
way to introduce these concepts to younger bands. The intricacies of jazz articulations,
syncopation, and swinging are all outlined in the rhythmic practice section for the ensemble to
work on together as well.
The solo section provides opportunities for advanced students to play the suggested
solos or improvise. Mr. Freier says about the composition," I want the kids to feel the excitement
building right to the end of this song. When that happens the audience feels the excitement too
and that's a great feeling for everyone!" 3 •

j

Division Street Blues is part of the Standard of Excellence Jazz in Concert selections.
This line of music published by Kjos is meant to be played by a jazz ensemble. The program
notes state that it can be performed by as few as nine players: first and second Alto
saxophones, first tenor saxophone, first and second trumpets, first trombone, piano, bass, and
drums. "The solo section of Division Street Blues (bars 41 - 53) is equally flexible and can be
deleted entirely or repeated as necessary to accommodate multiple soloists." 4 •

1. "Ethan Freier." Synergy-DWMusic., accessed 3/22/19,,
http:/ /www &\'D€[IDl·d,1music. com/ethanfreier.
2. "Division St. Blues;" JW Pepper., accessed 3/22/19,,
https://www.iWReooer.com/Division•Street-!3luest·10029343jtem#/submit.
3. "Division St. Blues;" JW Pepper., accessed 3/22/19, ,
https://www.iwoeuger.com/Division·Street•Blues/ 10029343. item#/ submit.
4. Freier, Ethan. 2007. Division St. Blues. Vol. Bb Neil A. Kjos Music Company.

Unit 3: Historical Perspective

Division Street Blues does not have any real historical backstory, however, the stylistic
considerations given to the music should be based on the performance practices of big band
jazz and the blues. This is evident in the rhythmic syllable system used on the Rhythm Studies
page (Figure 1) as well as the blues scale example and suggested solos that are provided.
'\\JIM~

J• !&&•14'
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Figure 1
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
The first thing an ensemble will need to perform this piece is all of the 9 parts required.
An understanding of the rhythm section notation is provided and an explanation of the symbols
used to each part. The Rhythm Studies provided echo the challenging sections of the piece and

provide the players with a chance to perfect the articulation and counting of the rhythm before
implementing it with the ensemble. The ensemble should also be prepared to play with soloists
either reading the suggested solos or learning to improvise their own. The solo section can also
be omitted per the director notes from the composer. Especially in this section, the guitar and
piano players are encouraged to work on comping parts behind the soloist.
Basic knowledge of the blues scale and the accompanying accidents in concert B-flat
should be learned before performing this piece. The solo section and the different licks in the
piece can be used to further study its uses and begin learning to improvise. The provision of
parts for a full wind band is helpful for ensembles with varying instrumentation or as an
introduction to jazz for a young ensemble. Rhythmically this piece may be more challenging
than the standard wind ensemble repertoire with more syncopation and offbeat entrances than
most ensembles will see at this level. There is a lot of repetition or trading of those parts
throughout. The range of the parts is standard for a middle school ensemble with the first parts
reaching a whole step above the upper octave of the concert B-flat scale.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
A strong quarter note pulse should come from the bass and/or the left-hand piano right
from the first measure. The quarter notes marked legato must be long and clearly contrast
anything with a marcato, accent, or staccato marking. The saxes have this figure first and the
brass echoes it at measure 17. Any whole notes are sustained for the full value and released on
beat one of the following measures. The dynamics climb from measure 5 to measure 29 so
there should be a noticeable difference between those two sections. Articulations in measures
13-14 in the saxophones and 25-26 in the brass should match and be executed with attention to
detail.
The "shout" section at measure 54 also have contrasting articulations in the woodwinds
and brass with the saxes playing the long articulations. A decrescendo in the rhythm section
from measure 78 to 81 should be made in order to allow for a true mezzo forte entrance in the
saxes and a crescendo to the end of the piece.

Unit 6: Musical Elements
The opening section of Division Street Blues sets up the quarter note pulse and the first
legato melody (see Figure 2, flute) in the woodwinds. The brass echoes this exactly with
melodic interplay over top from the woodwinds. The contrast of articulations provides more
variety and interest to these simple melodic lines. This is also where syncopation in the
ensemble takes hold. Most of the harmonies travel in thirds filling out the typical Bb 7 type chords
in a Bb blues.
The solo section is a regular 12-bar blues in Bb with simple half or whole note
background parts for the most part. This section may be repeated or omitted as necessary. A
proper balance of parts from first to third or fourth may be new fodder for young ensembles. The

I
percussion section consists of mallet parts with melody only and a drum set part that could be
separated into parts if necessary.
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Figure 2
Unit 7: Form and Structure

J

Section

Measures

Events and Scoring

Introduction

1-4

Rhythm section led by piano and bass sets up the pulse.

Main Theme

5-16

First statement of the main legato theme in the
woodwinds.

Development of
main theme

17-28

Brass section takes up the main theme with syncopated
melodies in the woodwinds on top.

Main theme with
long tones

29-40

Brass continues with the main theme and woodwinds
change the melodies on top with entrances on beat 3
followed by a whole note.

Solo Section

41-52

Bb Blues and optional background parts.

Shout Section

53-77

Brass lead with short motive and woodwinds have the
marcato, longer answers.

Transition

78-81

Rhythm section

Main Theme

82-93

Restatement of the main theme

Ending

94-97

Rhythmically unison statements in winds.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Jazz and Blues Standards such as:
-

Take the "A" Train - Duke Ellington (1957)
Basie Straight Ahead- Count Basie (1939)
Chain Gang Blues- Sam Moore (1921)

-

Who's Sorry Now- Eddie Condon With Billy Banks & His Rhythmakers (1932)
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Freier, Ethan. "Division Street Blues." JW Pepper., accessed 3/22/, 2019,
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Zentz, Don. 2011. "Chart Recommendations for School Jazz Ensembles." : 1-17.
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Excalibur by James Swearingen
Unit 1: Composer
James Swearingen taught music in the Ohio public school system for 18 years after
earning degrees in music education from Bowling Green University and The Ohio State
University. He taught public school for 18 years and later joined the faculty at Capital University
in Columbus, Ohio. As a public school teacher, he began to compose for his students to help
them improve with music they enjoyed to play. His compositions and educational success were
noticed by a publisher and he began publishing music and method books through Barnhouse
Music 1 • When he joined his college marching band at Bowling Green State University, he was
enamored by the different sounds the arranger had been able to create with such a large
ensemble. James sought out Lou Marini, the arranger, and began studying arranging and
composition with him weekly 2 •
James Swearingen has over 600 published works and has won numerous awards such
as an ASCAP award in 1992, an invitation to join The American Bandmasters Association, and
the 2002 Community Educator Award from the Columbus Symphony Orchestra. Mr. Swearingen
has several other notable awards for his work and service in the wind band arena. His is also a
member of organizations such as NAfME, ASBDA, Phi Beta Mu, Pi Kappa Lambda, and his
recordings can be found on Walking Frog Records often performed by the Washington Winds 3 •
He is currently an arranger for The Ohio State Marching Band and an active guest conductor,
adjudicator, and clinician all over the world.
Unit 2: Composition
Excalibur is a Grade 1.5 work written for developing bands as an exciting concert
opener. Subtitled "Overture for Band", the piece features fanfares and syncopated rhythmic
writing. It is approximately three minutes and forty-five seconds long with ample technical and
other pedagogical opportunities. The piece varies in tempi, articulation style, and timbres.
Multiple endings and a D.S. al Coda allow for an exploration of form and different types of
repeats. Written in concert Eb, students will need a knowledge of accidentals, the Eb scale,
following ensemble direction, and various playing styles.

Unit 3: Historical Perspective
Excalibur is widely known as the sword that belongs to King Arthur and stuck in a stone
where no one is able to pull it out. However, the actual sword named Excalibur was given to
Arthur because the "Sword in the Stone" broke in battle. His druidic advisor, Merlin was worried
Arthur would die in battle so he brought Arthur to a lake where Excalibur was given to him by a
mysterious hand that comes out of the lake 4 •
1.

"The Ohio State University Arrangers.". Accessed 02/10, 2019.

https: J/tbdb,ltLl)~eoo.teJarranoer,;.
2.

NAMM. "Jim Swearingen Oral History Interview." . Accessed 2/10, 2019.

hiltl!i~DY,,,_Damm.or:J;V!ibraryioral-history/iim-swearing(;ll.
3. "James Swearingen." C.L. Barnhouse. Accessed 2/10, 2019.

https · //~nhQ~oxn/composer1james-sw2oringent.

Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Written in Eb Major, a range of the sixth above and in some instruments, a sixth below,
is required. As a grade 1.5 piece, some incidents like the Clarinet 1 part going above the break
or divisi harmonies appearing in parts provide additional challenges for young players. Ranges
are generally accessible though for most second or third year players with optional second parts
where applicable. The piece is entirely in 4/4 meter and some accidentals occur. Most rhythmic
patterns use quarter, half, or dotted half notes, but every instrument has a melodic section with
the eighth note, syncopated melody at least one time in the piece. The stylistic and tempo
markings Maestoso, caesura, fermata, Allegro, Legato, A Tempo, Espressivo, Con Mota, and
D.S. al Coda, are all included in the parts. Each section will challenge the ensemble to change
styles, tempo, and move with the director accordingly. Con Moto at measure 39 is the only
tempo change that happens while playing. The percussion parts have sixteenth note patterns
that are not ostinato and entrances on beats other than beat one in the auxiliary parts ..
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
No exact tempo marking is given except in the Espressivo section (quarter note = 80).
The other markings are left up to the interpretation of the ensemble. The variety of markings
give a conductor enough variety of style to settle into appropriate tempi for the ensemble.
Marca/a, slurs, and staccato articulations are marked in addition to the Legato section from
measure 15-22. There is one ritard at the end of measure 22 that leads directly into the next
measure with a crescendo and a fermata. Dynamic markings are given at most of the style
changes or different sections, but some areas are left up to the ensemble to properly balance
melody and harmony.
Unit 6: Musical Elements
The main statement of the piece uses quarter note and eighth note syncopation on beat
three followed by a dotted half note. The melody spans a fifth and is used in every melodic
instrument throughout the piece. later on, a descending scale occurs in the second measure of
the melody. A marcato accent and slurs are also incorporated into the theme. Many different
styles and tempo markings introduce or reinforce these concepts in developing ensembles. The
simple meter of 4/4 allows for more intense study of the challenges the piece presents the
ensemble such as multiple caesura, fennata, subito tempo changes, and accelerando and
ritardando.
Divisi sections in some parts, and some combined instrument parts demonstrate to the
students the harmony and the chance to expand the harmony depending on the number of
players in the ensemble. The melody is played in all sections of the ensemble allowing for
various timbres and balances to occur in sections other than the slower, Espressivo. The most
rhythmically challenging and diverse part is the snare drum part, although the varied sixteenth
note patterns are sometimes repeated.

4. Ford, David N. "A Discussion of the Origins of King Arthur's Sword." Britannia. Accessed 2/10,
2 o 19. lll:m~~JIDiihto m/ttlsl;Qry/ arth u r I exca Ii bur h trill.
5. Swearingen, James. Excalibur. Overture for Band. Vol. Eb. Oskaloosa, IA: C.L Barnhouse, 1992

Unit 7: Form and Structure
Section

Measures

Events and Scoring

Introduction

1-4

Statement of the main theme in the trumpets
and flutes.

Allegro

5-14

Expansion of the melody, establishment of the
secondary parts and 4+4 measure phrases.

Legato

15-22

Woodwind melody and divisi melodies, interplay
with low brass and woodwind parts, fermata
leads directly into A Tempo.

A Tempo

23-30

Restatement of the theme in the low brass and
woodwinds with the trumpets and flutes
returning to the lead in m. 27.

Espressivo

31-38

French Horn/Alto Saxophone melody with whole
note chordal accompaniment in woodwinds and
low brass.

Con Moto

39-47

Moving slightly faster with melody back in the
flutes and trumpets. Saxophones have a
secondary melody beginning on beat 3 with a
repeat of the previous section in the low
brass/woodwinds.

D.S. al Coda

5-14

Repealed

Coda

48-51

Crescendo with a repeat of the syncopated
measure a step higher and rising chords
underneath.

5

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Swearingen, James. "Excalibur." C.L. Barnhouse. Accessed 2/10, 2019.

httos: / h/1wvi.J2illnbous0 .com/product /015 ~ 24 9 L:llQL.
Other Compositions by James Swearingen
•
Salute to Ub.filt;L Concert March Grade 1. 5
a
£Xaltation Grade 3
•
~LflJ½j Dav's J<wr.ne.x, Grade 1
• In All fts Glm:x. Grade 4

4. Ford, David N. "A Discussion of the Origins of King Arthur's Sword ."Britannia.Accessed 2/10,
2019. h.tm;JL.wrN1 br!t®nl?., cornlhls.t.Qry /arth11 r_! exca!ibur.hrmt.
5. Swearingen, James. Excalibur. Overture for Band. Vol. Eb. Oskaloosa, IA: C.L. Barnhouse, 1992
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Fields of Glory by Elliot Del Borgo
Unit 1: Composer
Elliot Del Borgo is from Port Chester, New York. He earned a B.S. degree from the State
University of New York, an Ed. M. degree from the Temple University, and an M.M. degree from
the Philidelphia Conservatory. It was at the Philadelphia Conservatory that he studied with
Vincent Persichetti and trumpet with Gilbert Johnson 1 • Del Borgo went on to teach in the
Philidelphia public schools and in 1973 was awarded a doctoral equivalent by the State
University of New York. In 1993, he was elected to the American Bandmasters Association and
is an award-winning member of ASCAP. From 1965 to 1995, he held administrative and
teaching positions at the Crane School of Music. Mr. Del Borgo has composed music for the
1980 Olympics and many other forms of media and was an avid clinician and conductor 2 •
Additionally, he wrote method and etude books entitled The Tonality of Contemporary Music,
The Rhythm of Contemporary Music, and Modality in Contemporary Music 3• He passed away
on May 30, 2013.
Unit 2: Composition
Fields of Glory is an overture that uses "flowing melodic lines and vigorous rhythmic
figures to convey a sense of power and drama." 4 The principal motive requires evenly spaces
articulations and is prominent in the opening, closing, and climax of the piece. The marcato
motive is framed by legato passages in the woodwinds and brass choirs with sections of
percussion features tied into the texture. A percussion section of five students or larger is
required to perform this piece. The piece is about 2:50 and 59 measures long with a D.S. al
Coda.

Unit 3: Technical Considerations
The piece is in concert F with the highest notes ranging a 6th above tonic and is
rhythmically challenging through rhythmic layering. The meter is 4/4 throughout and the tempo is
quarter note equals 116. Mallet parts have melodic and descant lines that often add to the
woodwind or brass choir textures. The other percussion parts are very independent and require
multiple players per part. Flute parts are similar and often mirror the mallet part. Low brass and
woodwind intonation is important as the parts travel in octaves with the rest of the chords
fleshed out in the upper parts. Some entrances are on beat 2 so players need to be confident in
the entrance. Finally, a strong trumpet and flute section is important since they usually carry the
melody.

1. Del Borgo, Elliot. 1997. Fields of Glory. Vol. F Major. Lexington, KY: Curnow Music Press.
2. Del Borgo, Elliot. "Elliot Del Borgo Publications:' ElliotDelBorgo.com., accessed 2/27/, 2019,
bttp://www.elliotdelboroo.corn/bio.html.
3. Wilder, Marguerite, Dennis Fisher, Erin Cole, Linda J. Gammon, John O'Reilly, and Cheryl Floyd.
2008. Teaching Music through Performance in Beginning Band: Volume 2. Teaching Music
through Performance. Chicago, IL: GIA.
4. (Del Borgo 2015)

Unit 4: Stylistic Considerations
Both marcato and legato playing styles are used liberally in Fields of Glory. Nothing is
marked or should be played as staccato or cut short such as the ends of slurs. The main motive
is usually written in the marcato style in either quarter notes or eighth notes but does take an
elongated form in half notes in the coda. These types of accents will need to be of uniform length
and emphasis across the ensemble. Likewise, the length and balance of parts in the woodwind
and brass choir sections will be vital to the performance. Dynamic contrast is provided by the
composer but may need to be modified based on the ensemble balance and instrumentation.
Unit 5: Musical Elements
The main motive of Fields of Glory is presented in the winds and mallets in the first two
measures based on concert F. The entire main melody encompasses 8 measures and does not
appear in full until measure 15 in the flutes. The rest of the woodwind section provides the
simple harmonies while ostinati in the snare and tom-tom keep the tempo driving forward.
Harmonies throughout are mainly based on the traditional structures of the key of F with
exception to the minor chorale section at measure 38. The percussion section adds rhythmic
complexity mainly through the layering of parts.
Bands must have a good grasp of good tone and a proper balance for the ensemble.
Each chorale or section choir should sound like an organ of wind instruments. Players will need
to understand the significance of each note in the chorales and how to match the length of each
note as well.
Unit 6: Form and Structure

Section

Measures

Events and Scoring

Introduction

1-6

First statement of motive and partial melody in the
1st trumpets and flutes.

Melodic
Development

7-14

Melodic motive enters on beat 2 for the first and last
time until the coda. Percussion layers begin to build
beneath a fp whole note in the low brass.

Woodwind Choir

15-22

Flute melody, bells add descant in measure 19,
clarinet and alto play harmony. Percussion ostinati
continue.

Brass Choir

23-29

Trumpet 1 carries the melody with harmony in the
rest of the brass section except the tuba.
Percussion ostinati continue. Remaining

[i
rt

instruments enter at measure 27 building to the
climax.
Fanfare Climax

30-37

Main melodic. marcato motive in trumpets and
clarinets. Subito fp in 34 and woodblock solo in 36
setting up the chorale.

Chorale

38-42

Woodwind chorale driven by the woodblock, minor
mode

Chorale

43-48

Trumpets usher in the rest of the brass on beat 2
with the main theme and flute and bells elaborate on
theme.

D.S. al Coda

11-33

Repeated material

Coda

49-59

Elongated theme with flutes and bells entering on
beat 2 in the style of measure 7 and building to the
assertive ending of a unison repetition of the theme
in eighth notes.

Unit 7: Suggested Listening
"Fields of Glory." Stanton's Sheet Music., accessed 2/28/, 2019,
httos://listeninglab.stantons.com/titlszLfie!ds·of·o1mvt210777{
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Liberty March by John Edmondson

Unit 1: Composer
John Edmondson was born on March 2, 1933, and was renowned for his educational
writing, arranging, and successful musical career. He has over 600 publications in the band and
educational music world that have helped to develop countless young musicians in addition to
hundreds of arrangements and compositions for other ensembles. Mr. Edmondson wrote for
many different types of professional, military, and school ensembles alike in band and choral

!i

areas. He also wrote some commercial music and radio jingles. In addition to his composing. he
also taught for 10 years in public schools. These experiences gave him a unique perspective on
writing for the developing musician.
Mr, Edmondson is a graduate of Sarasota High School in 1949, he received his Bachelor
of Arts from the University of Florida in 1955, majoring in music theory, with minors in English
and sociology. After spending two years with the U.S. Army 8th and 9th Division Bands, he
received his Master of Music in composition from the University of Kentucky in 1960, where he
studied composition with Kenneth Wright and band scoring with R. Bernard Fitzgerald. He was
the first person to receive a graduate degree from the university.
For 10 years John Edmondson taught public school in Central Kentucky where he also
wrote for his own students. During this time he wrote for the University of Kentucky Wildcat
Marching Band as the Staff Arranger for seven years and as a freelance writer for various
clients. Throughout his career, he was a professional trumpet player. pianist, and even began
his own educational publishing firm.
After his teaching career, Mr. Edmondson took on different positions in the educational
publishing market. He began as Alfred Reed's Educational Editor with Hanson Publications in
Miami Beach, FL where he oversaw works for concert band, marching band, the Fun-Way Band
Method that he co-wrote with Paul Yoder. instrumental solo books. and other instructional
materials. After, he worked as the Wisconsin Director of Concert Band Publications for Jensen
Publications where he continued to compose his own works.
Over a seven-year period, John and his wife, another well-known composer, Anne
McGinty, composed/arranged over 300 works for fifteen different publishers. This took place
after moving to Scottsdale, Arizona in 1980 where they founded their own publishing company,
Queenwood Publications, in 1986, which went on to be known for its contributions to quality
educational music for school bands 1 • Queenwood Publications was started in order to create a
more profitable model for the composers/arrangers and create educational material for school
ensembles 2 •
Unit 2: Composition
John Edmondson says in the program notes, "Above all, the spirit of the music should
come through." This piece is intended for young developing bands and the program notes and
composition lend themselves to many teaching opportunities. "Liberty March is a traditional
1. "John Edmondson Composer/Arranger." Hebu-Music.,
https://www.hebu-rnusic.corn/en/mu_sicianiio11rH,dmondson.8293/.
2. NAMM Oral History Program John Edmondson. Web Page. Directed by NAMM. 2012.
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American style march with a first strain, second strain, trio, interlude and a repeat of the trio. The
tempo and style reflect the spirit suggested by the title." 3 •
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
Liberty March is written in the style of the traditional American march. It mirrors the
typical standards of a Sousa march with a tempo of 120 beats per minute and march form.
Edmondson states that it is important to focus on the playing techniques that defined those early
marches as well. For example, the differences in accented and unaccented notes, the length of
quarter notes and eighth notes, and the importance of properly balancing the parts based on the
instrumentation of the ensemble. The strains also follow common dynamic practices that a
young ensemble can explore in other traditional American marches as well 4 •

Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Edmondson's ability to write for young ensembles and other compositional experiences
provide many teaching opportunities in this traditional march. Many of those opportunities come
from the march tradition and are highlighted in the program notes.
"First, the accent mark, which is used in the introduction, the first strain and the interlude
at measure 87. The accented notes should be played full value with an extra firm attack.
Be sure to differentiate between quarter and eighth note lengths. Second, dynamic
control and contrast are emphasized and are required for variety of sound and style.
Caution young players that loud does not mean to play faster and soft does not mean to
play slower. This will require preliminary work on how softly and loudly with control of
pitch as well as volume. Third, the snare drum will learn to play "off beat" patterns and
simple flams, the bass drum will learn to count and play independently, and the crash
cymbals will learn the skills required to play solo crashes with the correct style and
rhythmic accuracy." 5 •
The solo crashes and rhythmic accuracy of the ensemble are very important in the
introduction. The desired musical effect will only be reached when note lengths agree and the
three main percussion instruments are correct. In the first strain it is important to ensure a
proper balance between melody and accompaniment. With a young ensemble, the tessitura of
some of the melody instruments may be lost in the mix unless care is taken to play the proper
dynamics. Matched articulations on the eighth note patterns is also important for clarity of
sound.
There are some accidentals in nearly every part so students should be aware of how to
read and play each one before learning the part. Dynamic contrast in the second strain and the
trio is important to provide variety and bring through the spirit of the music. The key changes
from Bb to Eb at the trio and the time signature stays in 2/4 throughout. Some instruments
range an entire octave of the Bb scale.

3. Edmondson, John. 1994. Liberty March. Vol. Bb. USA: Queenwood Publications.
4. Edmondson, John. 1994. Liberty March. Vol. Bb. USA: Queenwood Publications.
5. Edmondson, John. 1994. Liberty March. Vol. Bb. USA: Queenwood Publications.

Liberty March is scored for a traditional wind band with parts for 8 flutes, 1 optional oboe,
6 1st and 6 second clarinets, 2 optional Bb bass clarinets, 5 alto saxophones, 3 optional tenor
saxophones, 1 Eb baritone saxophone, 5 1st trumpets, 4 2nd trumpets, 4 optional F horns, 7
trombone/baritone/bassoon parts, 3 baritone T.C., 4 tubas, 1 bells, and 4 percussion on snare,
bass, and crash cymbals. The optional parts are marked this way because they can enhance
the sound in either the upper or lower octave of the bass line, but are all the same so may not
be required.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Right at the start of the piece, accents, and the different lengths of quarter notes and
eighth notes must be determined by the director. It is also a good measure of balance for the
rest of the piece in determining whether or not there are enough players on the bass line parts.
The flams and off beats in the snare drum will not come into play until the first strain, but the
dynamics and style of the solo crashes will be important after a light release of each of the first
two motives.
Articulation is important in any march, but especially with a young ensemble, clarity is
important to strive for in the melody especially. The lower tessitura of these parts may mingle
with the bass line too easily depending on the instrumentation of the ensemble. Dynamic
contrast when marked will be important to add variety and interest to the piece.
Unit 6: Musical Elements
The melody is often grouped in the upper woodwinds and brass. These instruments will
need to match articulations, accents, and take the lead of the bass line and percussion section
in creating dynamic contrast. The integrity of the tempo will be in the hands of the downbeats in
the bass drum and offbeat patterns in the snare drum. The bass line parts are numerous
depending on the availability of harmony instruments in the ensemble and can quickly overtake
the melody if played too loudly or with too many players. The balance and blend of these parts
will be important to the piece. As in any march, the integrity of rhythm and coordinated releases
will dictate the success and accuracy of the piece.

3. Edmondson, John. 1994. Liberty March. Vol. Bb. USA: Queenwood Publications.
4. Edmondson, John. 1994. Liberty March. Vol. Bb. USA: Queenwood Publications.
5. Edmondson, John. 1994. Liberty March. Vol. Bb. USA: Queenwood Publications.

Unit 7: Form and Structure

Section

Measures

Events and Scoring

Introduction

1-8

Introduction motives, solo crashes, and the
establishment of articulations.

First Strain

9-32

Melody in upper voices with bass-snare patterns
established.

Second Strain

33-50

Melody passed between brass and woodwinds before
sharing it at 41.

Trio

51-94

Key change, percussion soli, melody begins at 55 in the
trumpets and is picked up by the flutes at 63. D.S. al
Fine

Repeat of trio

71-86

A repeat of the previous section.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening

"Liberty March." You Tube., httos://www.ym1time.com/watcl1?v~Sbhl;tiiZfik- (No conductor or
ensemble credited)

Liberty March by John Edmondson. CMSN Band. Mark Bennet. wwwyo®be.com.
"Liberty March by John Edmondson." JW Pepper.,
https://wwvtJ,vmeoger.coml.Lil)erty-March/2298636.itemjf/wbmit.
Other works by John Edmondson
<>
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Lincolnshire Posy by Percy Grainger
Unit 1: Composer
Percy Grainger was born George Percy Grainger on July 8, 1882, in Brighton,
Melbourne, Australia and was an only child. His father was a gifted architect from who he gained
his graphic artistic abilities and his mother fostered his love and skill as a musician. He studied
piano at various schools and possibly studied harmony with Julius Herz. His first composition
was actually a birthday gift for his mother. His talent as a pianist was noticed and earned him
public performances in his early teens. These led to his decision to study music in Germany in
1895 at the age of 13.
At Dr. Hoch's Conservatorium in Frankfurt-am-Main he studied piano with James Kwast,
taking counterpoint and composition classes with !wan Knorr. However, Karl Klimsch seems to
have had the largest impact on his writing as Grainger described him as "my only composition
teacher". After his studies concluded he began a concert career in England often playing for
royalty and other notable audiences, and later touring Europe.

J

Grainger's skill as a composer and conductor were known in the early 1900s, but they
really exploded after performances in 1912 and 1913 at the Balfour Gardiner Choral and
Orchestral Concerts. Schott & Co., London, published music as fast as the newly professionally
named, Percy Aldridge Grainger, could produce it. Afterward, the Grainger family suddenly
made a move to America in 1914, but Percy's involvement in the US Army Bands and Red
Cross aid efforts during the war revitalized his image with the British upper-class.
After his parents died, the death of his mother being especially traumatic for Percy, he
finally returned to Australia to visit her family and again for a concert tour. It was traveling home
from this your that he met his wife, Ella Viola Strom. They did not have children and Grainger
remained very engaged in concerts, composing, and large projects like his museum in
Melbourne and experiments in "free music" which mainly took place in his White Plains, NY
area where he lived. His free music can be defined as "a music unconstrained by fixed pitch,
regular metre and human performance, he built mechanical music machines which combine the
makeshift and the futuristic" 1 .
The later part of Grainger's musical career was often slowed by illness and he died of
cancer on April 29, 1960, in White Plains, NY 2 •
Unit 2: Composition

Lincolnshire Posy is a six-movement piece that is often only performed with selected
movements. This is sometimes due to the persuasion of the director, but often relates to the skill
of the ensemble when it comes to third and fifth movements. The movements are titled 1.
Lisbon (originally misnamed as Dublin Bay ( Sailor's Song)), 2. Horkstow Grange, 3. Rufford
Park Poachers (Poaching Song), 4. The Brisk Young Sailor (returned to wed his True Love), 5.
Lord Melbourne (War Song), and 6. The Lost Lady Found (Dance Song).
1. Dreyfus, Kay. "Grainger, George Percy (1882-1961 )." Australian Dictionary of Biography.,
accessed 5/27 /, 2019, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/grainger-georg,~percy•6448.
2. Dreyfus, Kay. "Grainger, George Percy (1882-1961 )." Australian Dictionary of Biography.,
accessed 5/27/, 2019, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/grainger-george-percy·6448.

The melodies were often inspired by or taken from English folk songs gathered in
Lincolnshire (England) by Lucy E. Broadwood and Percy Aldridge Grainger which led to the
irregular rhythms and meter in some of the movements.
Grainger's program notes to bandleaders state, "Bandleaders need not be afraid of the
two types of irregular rhythm met within the Lincolnshire Posy: ... Both these types lie well within
the powers of any normal high school band. The only players that are likely to balk at those
rhythms are seasoned professional bandsmen ... "3 • He also leaves some more specific
instructions regarding the possibilities in performance if certain instruments are not availalble or
desired.
"Bandleaders will note that the main solo in "Rufford Park Poachers" (bars 19-45) may
be played either on a flugelhorn or cornet (Version A) or on a soprano saxophone
(Version B). The soprano saxophone is preferred ... This solo was written, partly, in the
hopes of convincing bandleaders and bandsmen of the supreme desiralbility of this
glorious instrument...! urge the supreme importance of keeping instrument families
intact...To lack the soprano voice of an important instrumental group is a fatal handicap."
4

As previously stated, the movements are derived from folk songs collected from folk
singers or storytellers in Lincolnshire, England. The significance and importance of these folk
singers and the way people felt about their art were important to Percy Grainger. He writes that
these "folksingers were kings and queens of song" and that no concert singer could rival their
musical ability, resourcefulness, and individual style 5 • In the score, each movement and its
corresponding folk song and collection story are detailed in a way that one can read into the
history, but also the opinion and mindset of Grainger at the time of its publishing.
The piece was derived over many years and sketches (1905-1937), but was eventually
finalized into the six-movement work for military band analyzed here. The version for two pianos
was begun half a year after the completion of the work for band. It is scored for traditional
military band with the consideration that Grainger wanted to include all the members of the
instrument families. So there are parts for piccolo, flute, oboe, English Horn (ad lib), bassoons,
double bassoon (ad lib), Sb clarinets, Eb alto clarinet, Bb bass clarinet, soprano saxophone, alto
saxophone, tenor saxophone, baritone saxophone, Bb bass saxophone, cornet or trumpet, Eb
horns, F horns, trombones, bass trombone, euphonium, tubas, strong bass, kettledrums, tuneful
percussion (xylophone, Swiss Hand Bells, Tubular Chimes (ad lib)), side drum, bass drum, and
cymbals.

3. Grainger, Percy. 1940. Lincolnshire Posy. London: Schott & Co.

4. Grainger, Percy. 1940. Lincolnshire Posy. London: Schott & Co.
5. Grainger, Percy. 1940. Lincolnshire Posy. London: Schott & Co.
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Unit 3: Historical Perspective

Lincolnshire Posy is largely based on traditional English folksongs. Its name comes from
Grainger referring to the work as a "bunch of musical wildflowers" collected by himself and a
Miss Lucy E. Broadwood. The work is intended to celebrate the work of the common
Englishman and the art that folk singers and workmen were capable of producing which was
being forgotten or under-considered in society. Therefore, each movement is meant to be a
portrait of the tune it is based on, but also on the singers themselves and their mistreatment.
The first movem~ "Lisbon", is based on the sailor's song, Dublin Bay, and also
incorporates The Duke af illariborough. The first phrase is used in the first movement and The
Duke of Marlborough reap,,ears ln the fifth movement, "Lord Melbourne", as well. Mr. Grainger
details some of the musical attributes each song should have in order to portray what the source
recordings from the actual folk singers displayed. For example, "Dublin Bay" came from an
older singer, Mr. Deane, who was very weak at the first meeting with Grainger. Mr. Grainger was

forced to stop writing down the song until the two could rr.eei at a later date and a phonograph
could be used to record the song in Mr. Deane's hospitai bed.
Movement two, "Horkstow Grange" is based on The Miser and his Man- a local Tragedy.
Mr. George Gouldthorpe was the singer and is described to be a "sharp-cornered" man that
sang with a soft tenderness. He was said to have had a difficult life, but had a positive outlook
on it, even showing up at 4:00 a.m. for an l'lppointment with Grainger since he was told to show
up early.
The third movement, "Rufford Park Poachers", is based on a poaching song in which
Grainger encourages the use of the soprano saxophone, which was novel at the time this piece
was first published. The folk singer who brought the song to Grainger was Mr. Joseph Taylor. He
was an unusual person to be a folk singer because he was a part of the village choir and was
both literate and was not seen as socially backward. He was a bailiff at an estate and his family
was very proud of his abilities as a folk singer.
''The Brisk Young Sailor", which is the fourth movement, is subtitled "who returned to
wed his True Love". Mrs. Thompson, from Barrow-on-Humber, North Lincolnshire and originally
Liverpool, was the singer of this song.
The fifth movement is "Lord Melbourne", a war song, that includes the previously
mentioned The Duke of Marlborough. Mr. George Wray was the singer in this case. He worked
in a brickyard and at sea, used to be a great dancer, but at 80 years old, sang with irregular
rhythms that would not be suitable for dancing. Finally, "The Lost Lady Found" is a dance song
in three with directions for performing the proper dance that correlates to the music. Here is
what Grainger says in the score about the song: 6
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Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Even when selecting certain movements to pie:•" an ensembie performing this work must
be strong in all sections, have considerable experienre with various time signatures, lack
thereof, difficult rhythms, and the range and technical "'3iiity to tackle such a challenging pfeee.
The third movement especially is taxing on the enserntlie mythmica!ly, often switching time
signatures every few measures, and changing tempi. Tt-e fourth movement is an extreme
example of a woodwind section's technical abilities, the fifth a test of the director's and
ensemble ability to play together regardless of the exact rhythmic value assigned to a note on

6. Grainger, Percy. 1940. Lincolnshire Posy. London: Schott & Co.

Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Even when selecting certain movements to play, an ensemble performing this work must
be strong in all sections, have considerable experience with various time signatures, lack
thereof, difficult rhythms, and the range and technical ability to tackle such a challenging piece.
The third movement especially is taxing on the ensemble rhythmically, often switching time
signatures every few measures, and changing tempi. The fourth movement is an extreme
example of a woodwind section's technical abilities, the fifth a test of the director's and
ensemble ability to play together regardless of the exact rhythmic value assigned to a note on
the page. There are many meter changes in this movement as well as "Free Time" sections.
While the first, second, and sixth movements are more strict or traditional in their timing, they do
not lack challenges for every player in the ensemble.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Percy Grainger is often very specific in labeling tempo changes, dynamics, and other
stylistic considerations a director or individual player could make. Some directors encourage the
trumpet solo to be at a faster pace, some slower, and some leave it up to the individual
performing it. If possible, the instrument families should be kept together at the suggestion of Mr.
Grainger. It is scored this way but does allow for different situations in different ensembles.
Obviously, the free time sections in the fifth movement leave a lot of interpretation up to the
director as folk singers would often take liberties in singing the rhythms of their songs. The same
can be said about most other parts of this work as no exact tempo is given for any movement.
Either a range or "about" is marked for each one. In considering how to play each movement,
directors should take into account both musical taste and the ability of the ensemble.
Unit 6: Musical Elements

J

J

The amount of variation in meter, rhythm, style, and dynamics are too lengthy to list
here. It would be sufficient to say that each movement presents a unique musical opportunity
with many directions from the composer, but not so much as to be constricting to the performer.
Rather, the instructions provided are often historical in direction or intended to mimic the singing
of the folk singers. For example, the trumpet solo in "Horkstow Grange" is often heard at
completely different tempi and the free time elements will probably sound different every time
they are performed if a director to do so. Each movement is intended to represent a culture that
did not assign exact values lo anything in their songs but did adhere to stricter guidelines when
it came to the rhythm in dancing.

Unit 7; Form and Structure
Movement 1- Lisbon

Section
. Intro

.

Sustained

Measures

Events and Scoring

1-17

Muted trumpet and horn melody

18-33

Same melody with added harmony, full instrumentation,
and rhythmic accomapniment.

34-end

The second half of the movement is mostly legato,
slurred, sostenuto type playing. The main melody is in
the clarinets with the secondary melody being the
marcato horn line. The melody ebbs and flows until the
"slow off slightly" 6 measures from the end where the
melody is elongated.

Movement 2- Horkstow Grange

Section

Measures

Events and Scoring

Main Statement

1-9

French horn and saxophones make the first statement
of the melody.

Expansion

10-18

Restatement and expansion of the melody at a louder
dynamic.

Trumpet solo

19-29

Trumpet solo with sustained, building chords and
rhythmic unison underneath.

Main Theme

30-end

The main theme is restated in its strongest form yet,
quickly fading into the distance the last two and a half
measures.

Movement 3- Rufford Park Poachers

Section

Measures

Events and Scoring

Opening Statement

1-17

Flutes and reeds play this quasi echoing duet (versions
A and B have varying instrumentation). The melody is
lilting and seemingly random in its rhythmic direction.

Solo Section

18-45

Solos played by either soprano sax or flugelhorn with
sustained tones over top and rhythmically changing
accompaniment underneath.

Build

46-50

Building tension, rhythmically unison and accented
accompaniment in the low voices with agitated

.

interjections from different voices.
Ocean waves

51-84

This section has the feel of waves slowly coming in and
out with variations of the melody and swells in
dynamics.

Ending

85-End

Reciip of the introduction with piccolo, Eb clarinet, oboe
and bassoon.

Movement 4- The Brisk Young Sailor
Section

Measures

Events and Scoring

Intro

1-8

The main theme in the woodwinds with minimal brass
accompaniment.

Development

9-16

The main theme is developed in the woodwinds with
rhythmic variation on the accompaniment getting more
adventurous.

Solo/Fireworks

17-25

Baritone solo and technical fireworks in the woodwinds.

Solos

25-33

Oboe and Soprano Sax solos with the third line in the
low reeds.

Ending

34-End

Restatement of the main theme with yet more variation
and pattern before slowing lo a close.

Movement 5- Lord Melbourne
Section

Measures

Events and Scoring

Free Time

1-2

Free time, brass choir

Strict lime

2-B

Upper brass and saxophone choir with the melody in the
trumpet more strictly in time (½, 2.5/4, 1.5/4, 2/4, ¾).

Free Time

8-10

Like the beginning in form

Strict Time

10-13

Staggered entrances on each chord.

Lively, playful

14-23

Slightly slower than before with the melody being
passed throughout the ensemble.

Baritone solo

24-35

Slower, with interplay from woodwinds and brass
groups. Picking up speed until the chord in 34.

Piccolo Solo

35-44

Time follows piccolo solo which is a variation of the main
theme.

j Clarinet Choir

44-C

Clarinet choir leads this section until the trumpets cap
the buildup a measure before C.

Free Time

C-50

like the beginning in form

Strict Time

50-D

;

.

Variation of the clarinet choir section at 44.
...

.

..

·

Free Time

D-56

like the beginning in form

Strict Time

56-End

Staggered, chordal entrances building in tension to the
last three fermatas, all marked "long".

Movement 6- The Lost Lady Found

Section

Measures

Events and Scoring

Intro

1-17

Reeds and saxes state the main melody with accents.

Main Theme

18-34

Brass and low reeds add accented accompaniment on
beats correlated to the dance steps.

Rhythmic growth

34-49

Added rhythmic accompaniment in the horns with a
slightly more detached feel.

Piccolo solo

50-65

Piano and sostenuto underneath the piccolo solo.
Accompaniment is written in longer rhythmic values.

Solo extension

66-81

Woodwind voices join the piccolo and sostenuto
accompaniment continues.

Middle voice descant

82-93

Dance melody comes back, but the main voice is the
middle voices playing a new descant.

Main theme returns

94-121

The main theme returns in a subdued fashion and the
rhythmic intensity grows until...

Crescendo

122-129

Rhythmically different from the dance melody accenting
different beats, and dynamically growing towards the
final section.

130-End

A stately processional involving the dance melody in the
oboe, clarinet, tenor sax and euphonium, and accented
chords spread throughout the ensemble with chimes
coming to the fore.

; , uneful Procession

Unit 8: Suggested Listening and Further Reading
Musical examples listed by Percy Grainger:
e
Transcriptions for Wind Band
o Wagner's Huidigung-marsch
o Henry Cowell's Celtic Set
o R. Vaugh Williams's Folksong Suite and Toccata Marzia/e
o Gustav Holst's two Suites for Band and Hammersmith
o Hindemith's Concert Music for Wind Band
o Ernst Toch's Spiel
o Floren! Schmitt's Dionysiques
o Respighi's Hunting-Tower Ballad
" Further Reading
o Arnold Dolmetsch's The Interpretation of the Music of the 17th and 18th
Centuries, Novello & Co.
Other Pieces
"
"
•
e

"
"
"
"

by Percy Grainger
Country Gardens
Handel in the Strand
Hill Song No. 1 & 2
Irish Tune from County Derry
Molly on the Shore
Old Irish Tune
Shepherds Hey
Ye Banks and Braes O'Bonnie Doon
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Nottingham Castle by Larry Daehn
Unit 1: Composer
Larry Daehn was an elementary, middle, and high school band, chorus, and classroom
music teacher for 35 years. Mr. Daehn directed the New Glarus, Wisconsin High School Band
for 27 years and received state and national awards multiple times including a Wisconsin
Senate Citation of Excellence and 4 Governor's Special Commendations. The band performed
at the Wisconsin State Music Convention in 1996 and was chosen by audition.
Mr. Daehn is a member of American School Band Directors, Wisconsin Music Education
Conference, World Association of Symphonic Band and Ensembles, The Percy Grainger
Society, National Band Association and Phi Beta Mu National Honor Society. He earned some
personal awards including being named in Leaders of American Education in 1971 and was
chosen Outstanding Bandmaster by Phi-Beta Mu-Pi Chapter in 1988.
Daehn's commissions include the West Point Bicentennial March, which was premiered
in Carnegie Hall, and he has been active as a guest conductor and lecturer all over the country.
Larry Daehn was born in 1939 in Fond du Lac, Wisconsin where he attended a one-room grade
school and later, Rosendale High School. He received his Bachelor's Degree from the
University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh and his Masters Degree from the University of Wisconsin
Platteville 1 •
Unit 2: Composition
Larry Daehn is the owner of Daehn publications and C.L. Barnhouse now distributes his
compositions including Nottingham Castle. The program notes provide the background
information Daehn references in the piece.
"Nottingham Castle was built by Williams the Conqueror in the 11th century. The town
of Nottingham and the county Nottinghamshire grew up around the castle. In the
Middle Ages, some 200 square miles of Nottinghamshire were covered by Sherwood
Forest, famous for its oak trees (many fine specimens still survive) and the exploits of
the legendary outlaw, Robin Hood.
Only the gateway of the original castle remains today. The site is now occupied by the
palace of the duke of Newcastle, which has been turned into a museum and art
gallery. A statue of Robin Hood stand in front of the castle, on Castle Green.
To suggest early British folk tunes, this piece for young band uses the natural minor
modes (Aeolian at 9 and 28, Dorian at 53). The bright key of F Major (at 19, 44 and
71) is meant to describe Robin Hood and his Merry Men." 2
Performance suggestions indicate that the 1st trombone part is optional as other
instruments will double the part. The 2nd trombone part also serves as the baritone part. Daehn
also provides more detailed suggestions that directors will find helpful such as the tempo
marking is an approximation and that the history and legacy of British band music plays an
important part in the piece as well as a topic of discussion, even with a young band.
The instrumentation listed is flute and oboe, first clarinets, second clarinets, Bb bass
clarinets, bassoons, Eb alto saxophones, Bb tenor saxophones, Eb baritone sax, first cornets,
second cornets, french horns, trombone 1 parts that are optional, trombone two/baritone parts,
1. "Larry Daehn." C.L. Barnhouse., accessed 3/7/, 2019, h11ps:l/www.barnhouse.com/composer/
larry-daehn/.
2. Daehn, Larry. 1997. Notlingham Castle. Vol. F. USA: Daehn Publications.

tubas, bells, percussion 1 parts (snare and bass drum), and percussion II parts (cymbals and
triangle).
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
Nottingham Castle is the historical site of the legend of Robin Hood. Hollywood has set
many images of Robin Hood sneaking into a castle into our minds and many people visit the
area to see the castle; however, the castle was demolished more than 350 years ago 3 • The
tales of Robin Hood are known in various forms. Sometimes he is born noble and in the oldest
versions he is born to the working class. Nottingham castle has also seen change over the
years. It was replaced with a palace for the Duke of Newcastle after the English civil war, but
was subsequently burned down in 1831 and eventually replaced with a modern dwelling.
Nottingham Castle was built by William the Conqueror in the 11th century. He was the first
Norman King of England having conquered it after six years of control over Normandy 4 •
Sherwood Forest is the forest where Robin Hood famously resided. Now, it is a 450-acre
county park in Nottinghamshire. It is a designated Site of Special Scientific Interest and the
Sherwood National Nature Reserve. There are 900 veteran oak trees and the forest is managed
by a consortium in partnership with the County Council 5 •
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
The piece begins with an 8 measure snare drum solo which will set the tempo for the
woodwind entrances at the end of measure 8. The percussionists must be familiar with 16th
notes. Woodwind players especially will need to be familiar with fingerings in the key of concert
F. The lower range in the clarinets is utilized and the optional trombone 1 part explores the
upper range for young players. As stated in the score, the movement in the melody at measure
61 is in parallel motion and may require extra attention from on the ensemble level.
There are multiple 1st and 2nd endings, instructions to play second time only, as well as
pick-up notes in the melodies, and eighth note rests in the low brass parts. There are a few
chromatic alterations such as C-sharps in the clarinets that may need to be introduced to a
young player.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Daehn says a "light, well controlled snare drum sound" is important to the balance and
timbre of the piece 6• The brightness of F major represents Robin Hood and his Merry Men so
an effort to portray that through the sound of the band should be made.
Additionally, the length of articulations in the accompaniment parts differs in each
section. Sometimes this is clearly marked with eighth notes and eighth note rests instead of
quarter notes, but each section will still need to be defined and refined. Sections such as
measure 44 and 61 are fully scored and will need to be balanced as such.

3. Shaker, Sandish. "Robin Hood: What Happened to Nottingham Castle?" BBC News., last modified
3/2/, accessed 3/7/, 2019, https://www.bbc.com/oews/uk-england•no!linghamshire·24725569.
4. "William the Conqueror." Wikipedia., accessed 3!7/, 2019, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
William-lhe._Conqueror.
5. "Sherwood Forest." Nottinghamshire County., accessed 3!7/, 2019, https://
www.noltin9hamshire.9ov.uk/culture-leisure/country•parkslsherwood-forest.
6. Daehn, Larry. 1997. Nottingham Castle. Vol. F. USA: Daehn Publications.

Unit 6: Musical Elements
The tempo is marked Moderate, but is able to be varied based on the ensemble or
director's prerogative. Dynamic markings are mostly black and white either piano or forte. There
may be some room for interpretation in this aspect just like with the tempo.
The melodies are almost completely written in eighth notes in an arc or descending
pattern with upper woodwinds and brass usually playing the lead parts. length of articulations
will be important in the accompaniment parts, especially in measure 67 where a call and answer
builds towards the final section of the piece.
Unit 7: Form and Structure
Section

Measures

Events and Scoring

Introduction

1-8

Snare solo

Aeolian Theme

9-18

Clarinet melody, alto saxes join on the repeat along
with low brass and woodwind half note
accompaniment

Robin Hood

19-27

Robin Hood theme with trumpet, clarinet, and flute
lead. Auxiliary percussion parts enter, 8th and half
note accompaniment.

Aeolian Theme
2

28-43

Theme played in the flutes, alto and low reed
accompaniment

Robin Hood

44-52

Robin Hood theme with faster moving
accompaniment

Dorian Theme

53-66

Dorian theme adds more woodwinds and brass into
the melodic mix with parallel motion at measure 61.
Begins building in volume.

Transition

67-70

Call and answer between low and high voices
building to the ending.

Final Robin
Hood Theme

71-End

Final statement of the Robin Hood theme.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Rutgers Wind Ensemble Recording: til!os:/Avww.youtvbe.comlwiltch?vcoQ3w QcUz7N.Q
Robert C. Zamora Middle School Varsity Band: h!!J2s;//vvwvv.youtube.com/watch?
'EQM,;J::!lJUsasXJ,
Robin Hood and the Tanner: https;//www.iw!Jllib1;>.comhvatch?vecjQG!!bzm1JYJc
Canadian folk musician Jesse Ferguson performs traditional English ballad "Robin Hood and
the Tanner" (Child Ballad 126). This ballad tells of how Robin Hood encountered the bold tanner
named Arthur a Bland, who later joins the band of merry men. As with many Robin Hood tales/
ballads, anyone whom Robin couldn't beat in a fight or shooting match was asked to join his
crew.
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The Clarion Call by Larry Clark
Unit 1: Composer
Larry Clark grew up with music being integral to his life before he could even learn to
read. His father was a band director and taught him to read and play music. Larry Clark was
born in 1963 in Clearwater, Florida. Mr. Clark became interested in music as a career while
leading his high school band as the drum major. He began composing while arranging pop
tunes for his middle school band students. They liked his arrangements so he began to work on
original music as well 1 .
Mr. Clark attended Florida State University where he earned a Bachelors in Music
Education and James Madison University where he earned a Masters Degree in Conducting
and Composition. He is a world-renowned composer for school bands and string ensembles of
all levels, a clinician, and author. He served as an instrumental Music Editor for Warner Bros.
Publications, the Vice President, Editor-in-Chief for Carl Fischer Music, and recently started his
own publishing company, Excelcia Music, Inc. Mr. Clark has also directed the Syracuse
university band 2 •
Unit 2: Composition

The Clarion Call is built on only the first six notes, but the forceful sound and active parts
will make this piece sound more challenging than it really is. Although the parts are active, the
rhythmic figures are limited and the parts very independent. This leads to many close harmonies
and rhythmically independent parts that will challenge young players with a limited tessitura.
There is no syncopation and the tempo can be adjusted to fit the needs of the ensemble 3 •
The piece is scored for: flutes, oboe (optional 2nd flute}, clarinets, bass clarinet, alto
saxophones, tenor saxophones, baritone saxophone, trumpets, horns,
trombone/baritone/bassoon, tubas, mallets, timpani, percussion 1 (snare, bass), and percussion
2 (crash cymbals, tom-tom, gong, tambourine, triangle, suspended cymbal).
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
This piece while intended for young, developing bands, is as rich in tradition as many
pieces well above its level. Larry Clary has this to say about The Clarion Call:
A Clarion is an English Trumpet from the Renaissance period.It had a bright piercing
tone and was small in bore size. It is also associated with a stop on pipe organs and
used as the term for the upper register on the Clarinet. The word "call" in the title refers
to a type of tune played usually by a Bugle or Trumpet to signal events, starting in the
Renaissance and continuing even today with the Bugle calls associated with the
military.

1. "Band Composer Series: Larry Clark." J.W. Pepper. Accessed 2/11, 2019.
ht!o:l/b!ggs.iwo<;Q_per.co1n!in(fex.pho/band-composer-seri~s-lar,:v-clark/.
2. "Larry Clark Biography." Excelcia Music, Inc. Accessed 2/11, 2019.
http://www.l<11IY£larkmusic.com/biograohvi.
3. Clark, Larry. 1998. The Clarion Call. Vol. Bb Belwin-Mills Publishing Corp.

The piece is not intended to be influenced by the music of the Renaissance, but
merely seemed to be to be a bright Trumpet (Clarion) type melody that has some of
the characteristics of Bugle calls ...Calls are not always forecul and can be legato and
more somber, like the Bugle call known as "Taps" 4 •
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Unlike most pieces written for developing bands, there are clearly multiple things
occuring at the same time right from the start and throughout most of the piece. Instead of two
to three groups of material there are different parts scattered and varied throughout each
instrument group. The first rhythmic challenge may be the entrances on beat two in the low
brass and low reeds. This happens in the second measure for the flutes as well. The main
theme of the piece should be played forcefully like a fanfare with a good tone at the higher
dynamic levels.
Each section must be aware of the dynamic they enter with an control the balance and
crescendo when marked since some of these are independent to each part. The different
groups also have accents and different articulations at different times that need to be observed
together. Since the harmonies are often very close, the listening skills of the ensemble will be
very important.
There is a poco ritardando in measure 8 before the subito tempo change to Allegro
(quarter note= 144) at measure 11. This is the only tempo change in the piece. The Clarion Call
stays in 4/4 time throughout and uses only the first 6 notes a student learns in most band
method books.
Many dynamic changes, a repeat with parts played second time only, and close
harmonies characterize the rest of the piece. The most rhythmically challenging part is by far the
snare drum part with groups of two 16ths and 8th note patterns. There are cues for some
instruments in case a player is not available for the part. An alternate part has been provided for
the french horn if a player has difficulty with the higher notes. The Oboe part is also noted as
optional if an abundance of flutes exist. The tempo can also be adjusted to fit the needs of the
ensemble.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
As Larry Clark states in the program notes. the tempo is adjustable for the ensemble and
should be performed in a tempo range that allows the group to be successful. Many different
articulations from marcato to legato are used in order to create variety in the melodies and
contrasting parts. The various lengths should be matched and carefully defined in each section
and could vary based on the tempo.
There are many dynamic changes throughout the ensemble in individual parts and as a
whole. Each section should understand how far to crescendo or diminuendo in relation to the
balance in that particular moment. The lower notes of the trench horn part are meant for players
that struggle with the higher notes, but just like the optional 2nd flute part. could be used where
the director feels it adds to the piece.

4. Clark, Larry. 1998. The Clarion Call. Vol. 8b Belwin-Mills Publishing Corp.

Unit 6: Musical Elements
The melody is often thinly orchestrated and paired with close harmonies. Independent
parts mean that in this piece for developing bands, there are plenty of times sections will be
playing alone, clearly playing accompaniment or melody, or simply have a supporting role that
must be blended into the texture. For example, measure 17 has an ostinato in the flutes and
mallets, melody in the clarinets and tenor sax, and two different accompaniment parts that enter
the second time in addition to the multiple non-pitched percussion parts. At measure 26, the
melody is rhythmically paired with a drone. At other times, it moves in thirds with contrary motion
in a bass voice such as measure 36. These are all contrasting in articulation from marcato lo
legato.
The wind parts are rhythmically simple consisting of mainly quarter, half, and some
eighth notes. The auxiliary and drum parts are slightly more complicated with some 16th notes,
but often played in repetitive patterns.
Unit 7: Form and Structure

Section

Measures

Events and Scoring

Introduction

1-10

Main theme (marcato) in woodwinds and high brass, low
brass, percussion, and flutes enter afterwards with
secondary parts. Poco rit into the next section.

Allegro

11-16

Percussion soli, tempo change, setup ostinato for the
repeated section.

Main Theme

17-24

Flute ostinato continues, melody in clarinet/tenor sax.
Second time through the repeat, horns and saxes play
accompaniment, low brass and reeds enter on beat
three with sustained accompaniment.

Theme Development

25-35

Combines elements of the opening and measure 17 at
the faster tempo with added flourishes in the flute.

Legato Theme

36-43

Legato theme played in the upper woodwinds with the
bass clarinet taking a prominent role. Percussion is
minimal.

Combination Iheme

44-51

The legato theme style and main theme are combined
here with added moving notes and busier percussion.

Third Variation of the
Theme

52-61

This section is essentially the main theme, but is passed
between sections with the brass and saxophones
leading the crescendo into the subito piano in measure

58 where the legato theme is restated in an elongated
form.
Fourth Variation of
the Theme

62-71

The parts are the same, but the roles are exchanged.
Flutes and tenor saxes play a combination of
accompaniment and melody, clarinets, mallets, and
saxes have an ostinato/melody combination, and
trumpets carry the main theme. Low brass and reeds
provide the sustained bass.

Coda

72-77

Fanfare with flourishes in the flutes and mallets ending
in two conclusive, firm accents.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Renaissance music, recordings played on period instruments, and videos of instrument replicas
are great fodder for preparing the sound and learning about the history of modern day
instruments.
"The Clarion Call by Larry Clark." JW Pepper.,
https://www.jwpepper.com/The-Clarion-Call/2399814.item#/submit.
"The Clarion Call: Larry Clark." Alfred.,
ht1ps://www.alfred.com/the-clarion-call/p/OO-BD9827C/.
Larry Clark's compositions: h!!Q;l/wwwJarryclarkrnusic.com/b::md•Qrade•5·1/
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The Tempest by Robert W. Smith

Unit 1: Composer
Robert W. Smith was born in 1958 and has made countless contributions to educational
repertoire and received airplay for his work in network television. He has over 600 publications
in print. He has long been associated with Warner Brothers and Belwin-Mills Publishing. Many
of his pieces have become staples in the elementary and middle school band repertoire in
addition to his original works that are performed by high school and military bands throughout
the world.
Some ensembles of note that have performed his works are the United States Navy
Band, United States Air Force Band, Boston Pops and the Atlanta Symphony. Mr. Smith is an
active clinician and guest composer all over the world and his music has been recorded and is
available through many digital outlets. Mr. Smith started and is the President/CEO of RWS
Music Company distributed through C.L. Barnhouse 1 • Currently, he is teaching at the Music
Industry program at Troy University, sometimes known as "The Sound of the South".
Unit 2: Composition
"The Tempest was conceived and written as a concert/festival work for the developing
band. II also serves as a musical vehicle to teach the concepts of phrasing, articulation, key
modifications (accidentals), and musical texture."2 It has intensity, ostinato, lyrical phrases, and
strong accents. Tbis is a more complex sounding piece than it is and is an exciting work for
developing bands.
This piece is scored for a typical wind band with consideration in the orchestration that
most ensembles at the beginning band level will not be uniformly balanced. There are two
different mallet parts (bells and xylophone), timpani, snare, bass and triangle parts on
percussion 1, and wind chimes, suspended cymbal, and tambourine on percussion 2.

Unit 3: Historical Perspective
The Tempest is an original work in honor of a snow storm that occured in Robert W.
Smith's life. It also has ties to a piece called Into the Stonn, which is more challenging 3. As
previously stated, Mr. Smith began his own publication company, RWS Music. Dr. Travis Weller
notes, "This piece ''was written during a period of peak productivity for Smith right before he left
the Belwin catalog." 4

Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Robert W. Smith provides advice for the director and ensemble in both a video in
response to a former student and the notes to the conductor in the score. He states in the video,

1. "RWS Music Company." RWSmusic., accessed 4/4/19,,
http://www.rwsmusic.com/abouHws-music-company/about-robert-w-smlth/.
2. Smith, Robert W. 1995a. The Tempest. Vol. Gm Belwin-Mills Publishing Corp.
3. Robert W. Smith Discusses the Tempest. Video. Directed by Shaun Hammond. RWS Music.
4. Weller, Dr. Travis. 2019. Robert W. Smith Insights, edited by Patrick Vetter.

"really work towards getting those staccatos, really light on those staccatos and really round
those accents out...if you listen to the clarinet versus the flute, the accents are actually working
against each other. There is a little bit of a communication that happens between those two. The
melody that is underneath ... has got to be really really lyrical in your phrasing to make sure that
just soars while the rhythmic ostinato just floats around it...Make sure in the introduction that
those quarter notes are big and round, don't let them get too short" 5 •
The concepts of phrasing through the lyrical melodies, articulation through the various
varieties, accidentals, and different musical textures are all explored in this piece. The
introduction of The Tempest is lead by the clarinets and low woodwinds with a sense of mystery
and impending energy. The snow storm Mr. Smith refers to builds up energy and
instrumentation until it is released at measure 9.
Some cues and optional parts occur and should be added or left out depending on the
needs of the ensemble. Mr. Smith also notes that the dynamics should be adjusted on each part
as necessary. This is often necessary if one of the ostinato sections outnumbers other sections.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
The tone and measure of aggression with which each section is approached should be
prescribed carefully with a young ensemble. Measure 9 unleashes the fury of the storm, but the
mystery and all of that energy should not be given away too soon. Mr. Smith does state that,
"measure 9 should be interpreted as aggressively as possible" 6 • Therefore, the accents in the
low brass and saxophones can be played as such and just like the staccatos in the woodwinds
later on, should be carefully measured.
The aforementioned ostinato occurs at measure 18 with accents that play off each other.
This conversation between the flutes and clarinets should be light, but rhythmically intense. The
horns and saxophones play a lyrical statement in direct contrast to this and it should be as
legato as possible. The driving eighth notes in the tambourine should keep the tempo moving
forward and add texture to the sound. When the tuba and low reeds enter with whole notes at
measure 30, they should be felt more than heard at first. These instruments can also be
selectively substituted if necessary. The snare and timpani rolls leading into the next section
really add to the intensity of the sound.
Measure 45 can be balanced differently for the needs of each ensemble. It is a
combination of ostinati, melodies, and rhythmic accompaniments that will be different for each
ensemble instrumentation. Similarly, measure 69 should have a thoughtful balance to the
orchestrated crescendo so that ii is even all the way to measure 73 where the divisi is
purposefully dissonant. Mr. Smith advises that the dissonance can be exaggerated and added
into the clarinet part above the break if possible.
Unit 6: Musical Elements
There are two main melodies in this piece that sometimes appear in smaller chunks than
in full form. The introduction creates the beginning of the legato theme that comes back later on.

5. Robert W. Smith Discusses the Tempest. Video. Directed by Shaun Hammond. RWS Music.
6. Smith, Robert W. 1995a. The Tempest. Vol. Gm Belwin-Mills Publishing Corp.

Measure 9 is the first time the aggressive, accented melody is heard with single note, unison
accompaniment in some instruments.
Ostinato is a large part of the middle section of this piece in the flutes and the clarinets.
The accents are offset to create a playoff on each other while the legato theme enters
underneath in the horns and saxophones. This piece has some key modifications due to its
minor key so varieties of chordal intonation may need to be addressed.
Dynamic contrast and its relative balance will play a large part in performing this piece
successfully. The piece is not very rhythmically challenging, but the accents and tempo of the
piece can add to the level of difficulty for some players. Quarter notes and eighth notes are the
most common rhythms. The entire piece is in 4/4 and G minor.
Unit 7: Form and Structure

Section

Measures

Events and Scoring

Introduction

1-8

Mysterious, legato line in the clarinets and low reeds
with staggered entrances and crescendo leading to
measure 9.

Beginning of Storm

9-17

Long, marcato accents with driving melodic, 2 bar figure
in the upper brass and woodwinds.

Lull in the storm

18-35

The energy is still foreshadowing the storm here with
pulsing ostinati in mallets and woodwinds. The legato
theme enters underneath in the horns and saxes.

Building of the storm

36-44

This is the final buildup of the aggressive theme from
measure 9 to the full force of the storm.

Snow Storm

45-62

All ostinati, the legato theme, driving percussion, and
low brass accompaniment join forces.

Final push

63-68

Repeat of the aggressive theme at the end of the storm.

Last Words

69-79

The storm holds on for one final push beginning with a
subito piano and reduced instrumentation that builds in
players and dynamic with dramatically placed accents
and harmonic lines (low brass) until the final note.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening

The TernQest. YouTube, ---, Belgian f!fillinnj119lland, 1995b,

Robert W. Smith Discusses the Tempest Video. Directed by Shaun Hammond, RWS Music.

Into the Storm by Robert W. Smith - Belwin Mills (Alfred Publishing)
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Top Secret! By Larry Neeck

Unit 1: Composer
Larry Neeck has composed over 100 works published by C.L. Barnhouse Company. His
works span the areas of concert band, jazz band, and string orchestras. Mr. Neeck receives
commissions for various ensembles and is an active guest conductor and clinician. Mr. Neeck is
a recipient of multiple ASCAP awards and has multiple CDs available from Walking Frogs
records that were recorded by the Washington Winds and Studio A Big Band.
In addition to composing, Mr. Neeck is an active performer on piano in jazz and music
theater. He performs as a soloist, with combos, and with big bands in upstate New York. After
32 years, Mr. Neeck retired from the Webster, New York Central School District. He was the
concert band and jazz band director as well as the co-founder of the Willink Middle School
Student/Parent Band.
Mr. Neeck holds a B.A. in Music from the University of Pittsburgh, and an M.M. in Music
Education from the Eastman School of Music. He is a member of the American Society of
Composers, Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP), National Association for Music Education
(NAfME), New York State School Music Association (NYSSMA), and the New York State Band
Directors Association (NYSBDA) 1-2 •
Unit 2: Composition
"Top Secret is written in the style of the secret agent-type television and movie themes of
the 1960s. To portray that style, it is important to observe all the dynamic markings carefully; in
particular, measures 1-4, measures 31-33, and measures 45-49. At measure 17, be sure to
balance the melody in the trumpets and the counter melody in the flutes and oboes with the
ostinato patterns in the rest of the band. At measures 37-45 work with your students to achieve
the correct articulations and dynamics to get the full effect of the music. Spend time with your
percussionists so that they achieve a steady rock beat. 3"
Top Secret has a key signature of one flat, is in D minor, and 4/4 time throughout with
lots of chromaticism and syncopated ostinato patterns. The tempo is marked "Dangerous" at
quarter note equals 132 beats per minute. Ensembles will encounter marcato, staccato, and
slurred articulations that will require accurate variations and lengths across sections. The
dynamic range is wide and varied and is important to the integrity of the style of the piece as
stated in the program notes.

Unit 3: Historical Perspective
Top Secret is written in the style of the 1960s secret agent movie theme songs. It has all
of the hallmarks of the era and draws its inspiration from the soundtracks. It is dramatic, slightly
eerie or insinuating, exciting, uses a driving rhythmic beat, soaring melodies, ostinato, and

1. Neeck, Larry. "LarryNeeck.Com." htto://lan:yni,eck.cornL, accessed 3/4/, 2019,
http://larryneeck.comL
2. Neeck, Larry. 2008. Top Secret!. Vol. F. Oskaloosa, Iowa: C.L. Barnhouse Company.
3. (Neeck 2008)

short, articulate chromatic motifs. Quick dynamic contrasts and precise articulations are also
important elements in any performance.
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
There are a few layers of musical events at most times in Top Secret. The percussion
section is constantly driving the piece forward with eighth notes and a backbeat groove. Low
brass and woodwinds provide the descending ostinato with one or more melody lines happening
on top in the upper woodwinds or brass. A strong grasp of rhythm reading is important as the
ostinato and melody lines all incorporate syncopation or feature entrances on off beats. The
ensemble will need a strong sense of pulse and accurate feel of the groove to place the
entrances appropriately. At measure 25 and 33, the low voices carry the melody. All voices
have a melodic role at some point so strong players in every section should be encouraged to
model correct style and articulation throughout.
At each subito mp section, the mallet sound on top of the staccato eighth notes is
particularly important to the secret agent-style. Because of the chromatic alterations in the
melodies, a few alternate or new fingerings may have to be introduced. Some notes, for
example, the D# in the second trumpet part in measure 50, might be a known fingering, but
students may not know the enharmonic relationship. There are also falls and trills in the upper
brass and woodwinds that may be new to young players.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Listening to any of the famous secret agent movie theme songs would be a good study
for an ensemble in trying to mimic the style of these soundtracks. Then it will be the task of the
director to determine and define the length of notes for the various articulations, especially in the
ostinato sections. The length and depth of dynamic changes are important to the overall effect
of the piece. In places like measure 31, a subito mp is an effective way to quickly change the
focus and mood, especially with a strong crescendo into the falls in measure 33. Similar
sections occur at measures 37, 41, and 45. Ending with a strong, but controlled fp crescendo
will put a nice cap on the ending.
Unit 6: Musical Elements
Melodies: The main melodies occur in the chromatic lines of measures 1-4, trumpet
fanfare at measure 9, and traded sets of two measures each at measure 25 between the low
and high voices. These parts are combined and layered throughout the piece.
Harmony: The harmony most often takes the form of an ostinato that is linked to the
percussion parts. Accented lines in the first 4 measures and the descending ostinato that
follows are the most common. Most of the time they are in simple triadic formation. The altered
notes that are added occur in the melody.

Timbre: The auxiliary percussion sounds are very important in the overall timbre, just like
the balance between melody and harmony always is. The snare and bass provide the driving
beat, but the tambourine, mallet, and suspended cymbal parts really add color to the sound.
Unit 7: Form and Structure

Section

Measures

Events and Scoring

Introduction

1-4

Chromatic motive creating the "dangerous" mood
starting piano and moving towards forte

Setup

5-8

Ostinato and main rhythmic pattern in the percussion
established

Main Theme

9-24

The melody occurs in the trumpets with a continued
ostinato in background parts. In the second half of this
section, flutes provide the answer in the call and
response section of the melody.

Secondary Themes

25-32

Brass and low reeds begin with the secondary marcato
theme. Woodwinds answer with slurred eighth note
lines.

Secondary Themes

33-36

Low brass begins building on this marcato theme and
instruments enter in layers.

Sneaky Theme

37-44

The soft, staccato theme which sounds like a spy
sneaking around is alternated with the main theme.

Outro

45-48

The introduction returns as a signal that the end of the
piece is coming.

Final recap

49-56

Woodwinds and mallets play the main theme with
ostinato and driving percussion accompaniment, ending
with a fp crescendo/fermata.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening

"J.W. Pepper Top Secret!" J.W. Pepper., accessed 3/7/, 2019,
https:ljwww .ivmeoper. comLTop·Secret'¾,_21LUlQ.50181.itern#L.
"

Secret Agent Movies from the 1960s
o James Bond Themes
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o

To Trap a Spy
The Spy Who Came In From The Cold
Our Man Flint
Mission Impossible
MattHelm
GetSmart
Wild Wild West
/Spy
The Avengers
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